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1. Why responsible advertising matters in  
2021

2. The CAN experience according to leaders  
from brands and civil society

3. Questions to ask your agencies and media
owners



The Conscious Advertising Network is a  
voluntary coalition of over 100  
organisations set up to ensure that  
industry ethics catches up with the  
technology of modern advertising.

consciousadnetwork.com // @consciousadnet





CAN Brings Together New & Existing Leadership Across  
Multiple Different Areas to Help Brands

Shape a Single Combined Solution



Working Across Our 6 Manifesto Areas

ANTI-FRAUD

CHILDREN’SWELLBEING INFORMED CONSENT

MISINFORMATION HATE SPEECH

DIVERSITY &  
INCLUSION



GOAL



GOAL

For all brands to incorporate the  
principles of the manifestos into all  

agency briefs and RFPs.

To Change the Default



The ethics must catch up with the  
technology of modern advertising



Advertising Fuels the Internet

Source BP



In 2020, worldwide digital ad spending  
was estimated to be $332.84 billion.

eMarketer 2020



Advertising Funds Good Content



VASTLY More Complex



But With Great Power,  
Comes Great Responsibility

Source Sony Pictures



Are you asking  
your agency the  
right questions?



DISINFORMATION



A MORAL AND COMMERCIAL IMPERATIVE

At least $235 million in revenue is generated annually  
from ads running on extremist and disinformation  
websites, fueled in part by well-known companies  
across all sectors.

The Global Disinformation Index



Are you funding  
Covid denial?



The Stakes







Advertising funding COVID  
Disinformation











Are you funding
Climate Science
denial?











Are you  
funding  
attempted  
coups?











HATE  
SPEECH



Are you funding  
Homophobia  
online?











Are you funding
Homophobia on
TV?



TVP - Poland















Are you  
funding white  
supremacy?



The Great Replacement

A white nationalist far-right conspiracy theory which states that, with the  
complicity or cooperation of "replacist" elites, white populations are being  

progressively replaced with non-European peoples - through mass migration.



The Great Replacement  
White Genocide  
Ethnopluralism  
Generation Identity  
White Power

White Pride  
White Separatism  
Red Pill  
Remigration  
Eurabia

Common White Supremacy Terms



Identitarian Movement Austria held a protest  
against “The Great Replacement” in Vienna,  
calling for “remigration” and “de-Islamization” a  
week after the Christchurch Terrorist atrocity.











United Nations
Global Compact for Migration





The Global Compact reaffirms the sovereign right of  
States to determine their national migration policy and  
their prerogative to govern migration within their  
jurisdiction, in conformity with international law.

This fact was systematically undermined online and  
funded by advertising.





Rebel Media were one of the organisations attacking  
this agreement in 2018.







‘Muslims are filthy scumbags’
Jan 2019

‘Make war on muslims’
Jan 2019





‘10 things I hate about Jews’

Gavin McInnes, 2017 video published on Rebel Media





‘Make no mistake, these migrants are like  
cockroaches’

Katie Hopkins, 2015, The Sun



The barrel of the Christchurch  
Terrorist’s Gun





Hate and Misinformation is an economic model.
People are free to say what they like within the law.

They have no right to be paid.



Diversity &  
Inclusion



Are you making  
ads that  
reinforce  
stereotypes?







diverse teams = diverse work = diverse audiences



Are you blocking  
diverse media?







without funding  
from advertisers,  
minority voices  
will disappear.



Advertising  
Fraud



Are you  
funding  
organized  
crime?



Global ad fraud is estimated at $35 billion in 2020.

Cheq and University of Baltimore





‘On current trends Ad Fraud is second only to  
the drugs trade as a source of income for  
organised crime.’

WFA 2016



Children’s  
Wellbeing



Are you looking  
after the  
wellbeing of  
children?







Informed  
Consent





‘Too many are still asking the question "How much can we  
get away with?" when they need to be asking "What are the  
consequences?
What are the consequences of prioritizing conspiracy

theories and violent incitement simply because of the high  
rates of engagement?
What are the consequences of not just tolerating but
rewarding content that undermines public trust in life-saving  
vaccinations?’

Tim Cook 2021



What questions  
are you asking  
your agency?



What questions  
are you asking  
media owners?



GOAL

For all brands to incorporate the  
principles of the manifestos into all  

agency briefs and RFPs.

To Change the Default



THE ASK

1. Put the CAN principles in the contracts,  
RFPs and briefs.

2. Train your brand side and agency side  
teams

3. Help us improve the ethics of the whole  
ecosystem for all



TESTIMONIAL

“As a provider of technology it is our responsibility to  
ensure it is used as a positive force for good. We joined  
CAN to work together as brands and partners to help  
tackle the challenges the industry face”.

Kristian Lorenzo
Digital Lead, Brand & Marcomms, O2



We believe passionately both in our responsibility as an  
advertiser to be conscious about what our media funds, but  
also the role we can all play in moving the entire industry  
forward. As the world remains in a challenging healthcare  
situation it couldn’t be clearer how vital it is to fund accurate  
journalism and tackle disinformation.

Jerry Daykin
EMEA Senior Media Director GSK

TESTIMONIAL



Follow @consciousadnet  
on Twitter or LinkedIn



THANKS FOR READING

Drop us an email to fix an introductory call 
hello@consciousadnetwork.org

Find out more about CAN at our website  
http://www.consciousadnetwork.org/

mailto:hello@consciousadnetwork.org
http://www.consciousadnetwork.org/

